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Two years after he won the average at the Las Vegas National Rodeo Finals by riding Kamikaze, the
worldÐ²Ð‚â„¢s most unridable bull, Lick is down on his luck, working on a ranch in the remote Nevada desert
with Al Bean, an ornery old cowboy. Then into their lives crashes Teddie ArizonaÐ²Ð‚â€œaka T.A.Ð²Ð‚â€œa
woman of mystery who crawls out of the wreckage of her plane with a $500,000 secret.When T.A.Ð²Ð‚â„¢s
Ð²Ð‚Ñšhusband,Ð²Ð‚Ñœ F. Rank Pantaker, dispatches his henchmen to retrieve the moneyÐ²Ð‚â€œand the
girlÐ²Ð‚â€œLick and Al find themselves trying to outrun the bad guys and protect a damsel in distress. Is T.A.
out to cheat her cheatinÐ²Ð‚â„¢ husband, or is she really just trying to stop an illegal scheme cooked up by F.
Rank and the infamous Ponce de Crayon, VegasÐ²Ð‚â„¢s most glamorous tiger tamer? Is she playing
LickÐ²Ð‚â€œor is it love? Will Al BeanÐ²Ð‚â„¢s cockeyed schemes, an able assist from Cody, LickÐ²Ð‚â„¢s
cowboy sidekick, a brigade of old-time rodeo reunioneers, and a few miles of duct tape be enough to stop F.
RankÐ²Ð‚â„¢s nefarious plan, reform a career party girl, and change the hearts and minds of ten of the
worldÐ²Ð‚â„¢s most thrill-seeking billionaires? Can Cody keep Lick from climbing onto raging bull
KamikazeÐ²Ð‚â„¢s back one more time? Can true love triumph over shoot-outs at the not-so-okay corral and
close encounters with white tigers? Hey, this is Baxter BlackÐ²Ð‚â€•what do you think? Written with
BaxterÐ²Ð‚â„¢s rip-roaring humor and inventive language, this caper gallops to a thunderously satisfying
conclusion. Fans who enjoyed Hey, Cowboy, Wanna Get Lucky? will relish their reunion with Lick and Cody,
while new readers will delight in this unforgettable cast of characters.Also available as a Random House
AudioBookFrom the Hardcover edition.
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Accidental Hero , Loralee Lillibridge, Jul 1, 2012, Fiction, 195 pages. HE?D COME TO CLAIM HER
HEART But he didn't seem to have one of his own. Yet from his midnight-black hair down to his dusty
cowboy boots, Bo Ramsey still radiated sexiness ....

The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe , Daniel Defoe, Jun 8, 2012, Fiction, 258 pages. Set on a tropical island
where Robinson Crusoe found himself after a terrible storm at sea, we follow his life and adventures far away
from civilization. A novel which has ....

Since You're Leaving Anyway, Take Out the Trash , Dixie Cash, Mar 17, 2009, Fiction, 384 pages. The
strongest, sexiest, and sassiest debut contemporary romance we've seen since Rachel Gibson! The quality of
Dixie's writing combined with the pure romance of the story ....

Ride, Cowboy, Ride! 8 Seconds Ain't That Long, Baxter Black, Sep 6, 2012, Fiction, 352 pages. This hilarious
new novel by AmericaÐ²Ð‚â„¢s best-selling cowboy poet, Baxter Black, offers a funny, fast-paced inside look
at the lives of rodeo cowboys and the women they love--or ....
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Hey Cowboy, Wanna Get Lucky? , Baxter Black, 1995, Fiction, 240 pages. America's favorite cowboy poet,
NPR commentator, and "former large animal veterinarian" delights readers with a rip-roaring tale of today's
Wild West, ruminating on such topics ....

The Back Page The Best of Baxter Black from Western Horseman, Baxter A. Black, 2010, Humor, 175 pages.
This book is a collection of the Baxter Black columns that appeared in Western Horseman Magazine from
1994-2009. These humorous ramblings are accompanied by the original ....

Afterlands , Steven Heighton, Jun 11, 2010, Fiction, . In 1872, the USS Polaris sailed for the Arctic on a
mission to hoist the U.S. flag at the North Pole. But the expedition was a failure, and half of the party
Ð²Ð‚â€œ nineteen men ....

So Damn Lucky , Deborah Coonts, Feb 28, 2012, Fiction, 320 pages. Lucky OÐ²Ð‚â„¢TooleÐ²Ð‚â€•Head of
Customer Relations at The Babylon, premier mega-resort on the Vegas StripÐ²Ð‚â€•thinks itÐ²Ð‚â„¢s just
another night in Las Vegas. But then a magician pulls a ....

Every Cowgirl's Dream , Linda Schillig, Feb 1, 2010, Fiction, 194 pages. This book captures the feminine side
of the West and tells of a colorful young lady, Dakota Leigh, who earned the respect of her male counterparts.
This vibrant, authentic ....

Crown Jewel A Novel, Fern Michaels, Dec 30, 2003, Fiction, 320 pages. New York Times bestselling author
Fern Michaels spins an emotionally charged and surprising tale of two very different brothers and the one
woman who loved them both and holds ....

The Poseidon Adventure , Paul Gallico, 1969, Cruise ships, 347 pages. The luxury liner "Poseidon" is hit by a
massive tsunami on New Year's Eve, rocking the ship upside down; and a small ban of trapped survivors must
work their way through the ....

Blazin' Bloats & Cows on Fire! , Baxter A. Black, Sep 1, 2006, Fiction, 124 pages. Black, whose previous
books have sold more than half a million copies and a quarter-million audios, presents his latest collection of
cowboy poetry and tall tales..

CooperÐ²Ð‚â„¢s Redemption , DÐ²Ð‚â„¢Ann Lindun, Mar 4, 2013, Fiction, 360 pages. Elizabeth Adams is a
Los Angles native who has always dreamed of living in the Rocky Mountains. She loves western movies and
riding horses, and dreams of being a heroine in a ....

Croutons on a Cow Pie , Baxter Black, Sep 1, 1992, Humor, 208 pages. This book is one of Baxter's favorites!
His second big hardback collection filled with some of his most popular pieces: The Oyster, Buckskin Mare,
Range Fire, Freckles Advice ....

Classroom Behaviour A Practical Guide to Effective Teaching, Behaviour Management and Colleague
Support, Bill Rogers, Jun 29, 2006, Education, 230 pages. This practical guide for teachers at all levels
discusses managing difficult classes, responding to argumentative and challenging children, and working with
students with ...
The Making of Port-Of-Spain , Michael Anthony, Jul 1, 2004, Black nationalism, 312 pages. The Making of
Port of Spain is the second book in the "Paria Classics" series of republications/re-editions by Paria Publishing
Co. Ltd., Trinidad and Tobago's premier ...
Bowhunting Pressured Whitetails , John Eberhart, Chris Eberhart, 2003, Sports & Recreation, 185 pages.
Picking up where ordinary deer hunting manuals leave off, Bowhunting Pressured Whitetails covers in detail
everything the hunter needs to know to take mature bucks in areas ...
Understanding by Design , Grant P. Wiggins, Jay McTighe, Jan 1, 2005, Education, 370 pages. Presents a
multifaceted model of understanding, which is based on the premise that people can demonstrate
understanding in a variety of ways.
Sophy of Kravonia , Anthony Hope, Jan 12, 2008, Missionaries, 306 pages. A young, beautiful maidservant,



Sophy Grouch, born into an unassuming family, spreads her wings and embarks on a life-changing journey,
first to Paris and then to a Balkan ...
Essential French , Nicole Irving, Leslie Colvin, 1990, Juvenile Nonfiction, 64 pages. Native French speakers
demonstrate how words and phrases should sound. An English narration and translation make it possible to
use the tape either alone or in conjunction with ...
Mr Hedgehog - Jasmine's Garden , Ann cowap Redhead, , , . 
Fabulae , Hyginus, 2002, Literary Criticism, 242 pages. Due to the rather intriguing comparison of Hyginus'
elements of fable (ca. 64 B.C. to 17 A.D.) with depictions from Ovid's metamorphoses (43 B.C. to 17 A.D.),
this BT-reissue ...
Zero The Biography of a Dangerous Idea, Charles Seife, Sep 1, 2000, Mathematics, 272 pages. The
Babylonians invented it, the Greeks banned it, the Hindus worshiped it, and the Church used it to fend off
heretics. Now it threatens the foundations of modern physics. For ...
Structured design fundamentals of a discipline of computer program and systems design, Edward Yourdon,
Larry L. Constantine, 1979, Computers, 473 pages. Concept; Foundation; Technique; Pragmatics; The real
world; Extensions.
Pulse Diagnosis A Clinical Guide, Sean Walsh, Emma King, Dec 17, 2007, Medical, 248 pages. This exciting
new book, Pulse Diagnosis: A Clinical Guide describes a reliable method of pulse assessment. The authors'
style and approach to pulse diagnosis provides a unique ...
Four seasons of inner and outer beauty rituals and recipes for well-being throughout the year, Peggy Wynne
Borgman, Jun 6, 2000, Health & Fitness, 246 pages. The director of the Preston Wynne Spa presents a
seasonal guide to health, fitness, and beauty that combines rejuvenating programs, stress-relief exercises, and
Eastern ...
Painting Indians: A Complete Guide to Converting and Painting American Indians in Miniature , Andrea
Press, Jul 1, 2006, Crafts & Hobbies, 44 pages. Before Columbus discovered America in 1492, the indigenous
population of North American is estimated to have been around five million. The Europeans brought with
them diseases ...
Candy and Cigarettes , CS DeWildt, Jul 16, 2011, Fiction, . 
Portrait The Life of Thomas Eakins, William S. McFeely, Thomas Eakins, 2007, Biography & Autobiography,
237 pages. A critical study of the life and work of American painter Thomas Eakins examines his deeply
perceptive paintings, including his extraordinary portraits, in light of the artist ...
Three Sketches , Ð“ÐŒvan SergejevÐ“Âtsj TÐ“Ñ”rgenev, 1996, Fiction, 64 pages. 
The Antifederalists , Cecelia M. Kenyon, 1966, Political Science, 455 pages. 


